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South Africa called on the United Nations’ International Court of Justice to order Israel to end its war on
Hamas in the Palestinian territory of Gaza and rule that its military actions constitute genocide https://trib.
al/ZFHtW29
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A special election for Wellingborough was scheduled on Thursday for Feb. 15, while the government set in
motion a second vote in Kingswood that’s likely to be held the same day.
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Sunak Faces Two By-Elections Next Month in Bid for Tory Momentum
Prime Minister Rishi Sunak faces a major test of his support next month as the Conservative Party tries t...
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Crypto skeptic Gary Gensler became a reluctant supporter of Bitcoin ETFs as he cast the determining vote in
the SEC's split decision.
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Crypto Skeptic Gary Gensler Becomes Reluctant Backer of Bitcoin ETFs
Securities and Exchange Commission Chair Gary Gensler is a well-known critic of the crypto industry, oft...
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House Speaker Mike Johnson is actively discussing reneging on a spending deal with Democrats to
appease his restive right flank, several Republicans said Thursday
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Hardliners Pressure Speaker Johnson to Renege on Spending Deal
House Speaker Mike Johnson is actively discussing reneging on a spending deal with Democrats to appe...
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Vast areas of Australia's populous eastern states have been lashed by severe storms and flooding for
several months, even after the onset of El Niño.
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Australia’s Dreaded Summer of Wildfires Soaked by Wet Weather
Australian’s bracing for a return of scorching heat and wildfires are instead battling with a prolonged del...
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Opinion: If the Pentagon is going to build a better military, it must build more patriotism in the defense
industry.
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The Pentagon Is Giving the Arsenal of Democracy a Reboot
A new Defense Department document outlines a coherent and achievable plan to rebuild the defense ind...
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Did you overspend last month? Here's tips on how to embrace a 'no spend January'
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New Year, New You: How to Embrace ‘No Spend January’
This year I’m keeping my New Year's resolutions simple.
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"The hypocrisy of South Africa knows no bounds."

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu responded to South Africa's genocide case against Is... See more
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Argentina’s $16.1 Billion From YPF Now Fair Game for Collection
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Argentina’s $16.1 Billion From YPF Now Fair Game for Collection
Investors seeking to collect a $16.1 billion court judgment from Argentina over its 2012 takeover of oil co...
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Pakistan won final approval from the IMF for the disbursement of about $700 million in aid, providing a
boost to the embattled South Asian economy ahead of elections next month.
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Pakistan Secures Final IMF Approval for $700 Million Loan Tranche
Pakistan won final approval from the International Monetary Fund for the disbursement of about $700 ...
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